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Highlights

• Repertoire Sequencing (RepSeq) gives a deep
insight of leukemic lymphoid populations.

• High-throughput sequencing identifies new
emerging clones at the time of relapse.

• Clones of low abundance at diagnosis may be-
come relapsing clones.

• The Vidjil software enables both automated
and interactive analysis of RepSeq data.
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Abstract

Minimal residual disease (MRD) is known to be an in-
dependent prognostic factor in patients with acute lym-
phoblastic leukemia (ALL). High-throughput sequenc-
ing (HTS) is currently used in routine practice for the
diagnosis and follow-up of patients with hematological
neoplasms. In this retrospective study, we examined the
role of immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor-based MRD in
patients with ALL by HTS analysis of immunoglobu-
lin H and/or T-cell receptor gamma chain loci in bone
marrow samples from 11 patients with ALL, at diagno-
sis and during follow-up. We assessed the clinical feasi-
bility of using combined HTS and bioinformatics analy-
sis with interactive visualization using Vidjil software.
We discuss the advantages and drawbacks of HTS for
monitoring MRD. HTS gives a more complete insight
of the leukemic population than conventional real-time
quantitative PCR (qPCR), and allows identification of
new emerging clones at each time point of the monitor-
ing. Thus, HTS monitoring of Ig/TCR based MRD is ex-
pected to improve the management of patients with ALL.

Keywords: Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia,
Minimal Residual Disease, Follow-up, Repertoire
Sequencing, Bioinformatics
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1 Introduction

1.1 Assessment of Minimal Residual Disease in ALL

Minimal residual disease (MRD) monitoring has
proven to be one of the strongest independent prog-
nostic factors in patients with acute lymphoblas-
tic leukemia (ALL) [1, 2]. Sequential monitoring
of MRD using sensitive and specific methods, such
as quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
(qPCR) or flow cytometry, has improved the assess-
ment of treatment response [3, 4, 5] and is currently
used for therapeutic stratification and the early de-
tection of relapses [6, 7]. These methods allow the
detection of a single leukemic cell among many
normal cells.

MRD monitoring based on immunoglobulin (Ig)
and T-cell receptor (TCR) gene recombinations has
been standardized, and has become the gold stan-
dard method in routine practice [3, 4]. Ig and TCR
recombinations occur in the early stages of B-cell
and T-cell development. As a consequence, each
lymphoid cell contains unique V(D)J recombina-
tions resulting from random coupling between one
of many possible V, (D) and J genes (combinatorial
diversity), as well as imprecise joining of gene seg-
ments and the addition of nucleotides to the DNA
sequence at splice sites (junctional diversity) [8].
Identical recombinations thus reflect the clonal na-
ture of a population, rather than being derived from
independent cells.

Monitoring of Ig/TCR-based MRD in ALL con-
sists of step-by-step analysis of V(D)J DNA re-
combinations in lymphoblasts, and their subse-
quent detection, with very high sensitivity, dur-
ing follow-up. Leukemic clonal recombinations
can be amplified by PCR and examined by capil-
lary electrophoresis, and can then be isolated by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and finally se-
quenced by direct Sanger sequencing. Overall,
clonal V(D)J recombinations occur in > 95% of ALL
cases. Allele-specific oligonucleotides (ASOs) are
designed to quantify MRD in follow-up samples
by qPCR. However, this approach is time consum-
ing in routine practice, and monitoring is therefore
limited to the major leukemic clones (usually 1–3
markers per patient). This strategy can therefore

yield false-negative results.

Failures of this MRD-monitoring strategy can oc-
cur as a result of absence of the initial marker, prob-
lems with the design of the customized primer sets
(for ASO-PCR), clonal evolution during the course
of the disease, or the emergence of a new clone at
the time of relapse [9].

1.2 Next-generation MRD Monitoring by High-
Throughput Sequencing

Repertoire sequencing (RepSeq) involves detailed
sequencing of a lymphoid population, focusing
on the V(D)J recombinations [10]. Several re-
cent studies focused on MRD quantification by
high-throughput sequencing (HTS) in patients with
acute and chronic lymphoid disorders [11, 12].
Overall, HTS revealed higher sensitivity and preci-
sion in bone marrow and peripheral blood samples
compared with multi-parameter flow cytometry or
ASO-PCR. Notably, low MRD positivity by HTS
was found in samples that were MRD-negative by
standard methods [12]. In patients with ALL, MRD
monitoring by HTS could predict the risk of relapse
in both childhood [12, 13] and adult ALL [14], and
both pre- and post-allogeneic stem cell transplanta-
tion [15, 16]. One of the benefits of the high sensitiv-
ity of HTS was the possibility of detecting MRD in
peripheral blood, instead of bone marrow [15]. The
use of HTS for MRD quantification may also allow
the molecular heterogeneity of the lymphoid reper-
toire to be investigated. Interestingly, Kotrova et al.
showed that patients with lower immunoglobulin
heavy chain (IgH) diversity at day 78 had signifi-
cantly lower relapse-free survival rates [13].

1.3 Challenges

HTS is a valuable technique at the time of ALL
diagnosis, and allows the sequencing of clonal re-
combinations of multiple Ig/TCR genes by pool-
ing several PCR systems in one experiment. It is
therefore possible to identify leukemia-specific se-
quences from one or more clones in one or more
PCR systems in a single step, without the need for
Sanger sequencing [17].

HTS is an accurate, reliable, fast and relatively
affordable technology, applicable to many routine
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practices. It is expected to improve MRD monitor-
ing and enable the detection of multiple clones and
subclones simultaneously, faster and with higher
sensitivity than standard methods based on V(D)J
sequencing. The use of HTS is also expected to re-
duce the failure rate of MRD quantification associ-
ated with clonal evolution or the emergence of new
clones [18, 19, 20].

ASO-PCR is a standardized technique that usu-
ally focuses on 1–3 clones, while HTS is an emerg-
ing field, able to evaluate millions of sequences
in a single experiment. The study by van Don-
gen et al. [1] recently listed the key challenges for
high-throughput MRD technologies as broad avail-
ability, easy implementation, applicability in most
patients, adequate sensitivity, fast, affordable, and
standardized, with quality-assurance programs. It
is essential to establish standardized protocols to
limit variability among laboratories. These proto-
cols should include the use of primer kits designed
for multi-system PCR.

The quantity of data generated also raises several
challenges. From a practical point of view, labo-
ratories must increase their capacities to store and
process the terabytes of data generated each year.
Finally, it is also necessary to develop software for
processing the data and synthetizing the results in
an easily understandable way for its transfer into
clinical practice.

1.4 Repertoire sequencing (RepSeq) analysis software

The high-throughput analysis of B or T cell recep-
tor DNA sequences cannot be achieved using regu-
lar mapping software. This is because of the speci-
ficity of the problem, with a read usually containing
a recombination between three genes with dozens
of potential insertions and deletions [21]. These re-
combinations, non-templated insertions, deletions,
and somatic hypermutations need to be integrated
into the design of the algorithm.

RepSeq software usually performs optimized
comparisons of HTS reads against a germline
database. The international ImMunoGeneTics in-
formation system (IMGT R©, http://imgt.org/)
has developed several tools for the in-depth anal-
ysis of V(D)J recombinations [22, 23, 24, 25]. New

software to deal with HTS data (i.e., millions of
sequences) has recently been developed, including
[26], IgBlast [27], Decombinator [28], miTCR [29],
Vidjil [30], TCRKlass [31], miXCR [32], and IM-
SEQ [33]. Several of these software tools cluster
HTS reads into clones allowing relative quantifica-
tion. However few of them offer interactive anal-
ysis features. The Vidjil open-source platform en-
ables an autonomous usage in an immunology or
hematology lab, from raw sequence files to analy-
sis, annotation and storage [34].

2 Material and Methods

We conducted HTS-based MRD monitoring of IGH
and/or T-cell receptor gamma chain (TRG) loci in
patients with ALL. Data were analyzed using the
Vidjil web application [30], which is directly usable
by hematologists without the need for any ded-
icated bioinformatics support. This approach al-
lowed us to identify new emerging clones at the
time of relapse that were different from the main
clones highlighted at diagnosis. We also assessed
the reproducibility of our approach and compared
our results with conventional ASO-PCR.

2.1 Patient selection

The clonality of 11 pediatric patients (8 B-ALL /
3 T-ALL, 5 female / 6 male, 3-19 years) was stud-
ied retrospectively in 43 bone-marrow samples (11
diagnosis and 32 follow-up time points, see Sup-
plementary Material, Table 1). Approval for this
study was obtained from the Institutional Review
Board of CHRU of Lille (CSTMT093) and informed
consent was obtained from the patients in accor-
dance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written in-
formed consent was obtained from each patient or
their parent or legal guardian.

2.2 DNA extraction, library preparation and HTS

We sequenced TRG (VGf1-10) and/or IGH by HTS
in 11 patients with ALL at diagnosis and at sev-
eral follow-up points. For every sample, 5 × 106

cells were extracted from bone marrow or blood us-
ing a QIAamp R© DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen). DNA
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was measured using a Nanodrop system R©, and
500 ng were amplified by PCR with non-fluorescent
BIOMED-2 TRG and/or IGH primers (Supplemen-
tary Material, Table 2). A total of 58 (11 diagnosis
and 44 follow-up) samples were analyzed.

The samples were initially purified with
MinElute R© PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). Li-
braries were prepared using an Ion XpressTM

Plus gDNA and Amplicon Library Kit (Life Tech-
nologies). Each library was barcoded using the
Ion XpressTM Barcode Adapters 1–96 Kit. The
concentration of each barcoded library was con-
trolled using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent
Technologies), and the libraries were then pooled
and their concentrations checked again with the
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.

The libraries were amplified by emulsion PCR
using an Ion OneTouchTM 2 (Life Technologies)
with an Ion PGMTM Template OT2 400 Kit (Life
Technologies). After amplification, the libraries
were enriched using an Ion OneTouchTM ES (Life
Technologies). The PCR products were verified us-
ing an Ion SphereTM Quality Control Kit With a
Qubit R© 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen). The libraries
were sequenced using an Ion Personal Genome Ma-
chine (Ion PGMTM) with an Ion PGMTM Sequencing
400 Kit and Ion 318TM Chip Kit (Life Technologies).

2.3 Bioinformatics analysis and visualization

The raw Ion Torrent flow was transformed to de-
multiplexed FastQ sequences using the Torrent
Server from Life Technologies, allowing 0 error in
barcode splitting.

The reads were processed using Vidjil software
(www.vidjil.org, version 2015.01), with parameters
to search for multiple loci and incomplete recombi-
nations and to avoid spurious hits (-i -e 1 -z
100 -r 1 -3 -d). Vidjil gathers the reads into
clones on the basis of their V(D)J recombinations.
Two reads belong to the same clone if they share
the same “window” overlapping the actual CDR3.
This 50 bp window is large enough to be highly spe-
cific. Window detection is based on a fast bioinfor-
matics method using k-mers indexing of germline
genes [30].

We examined the lymphocyte populations of

the 11 patients using the Vidjil web application,
tracking the clones over time. Interactive visu-
alization of these populations can be accessed at
http://www.vidjil.org/data/#2016-lr. Vidjil out-
puts provided a representative sequence for each
of the most-represented clones. All fragments of
the representative sequence are guaranteed to be
shared by at least 50% of the reads assigned to the
clone. V(D)J recombination analysis (determination
of V(D)J germline genes and N region) was only
performed at the end of the process.

Technical errors in PCR and sequencing, as well
as somatic mutations, mean that several clones with
slight variations may be detected. A manual re-
view was performed in the web application, and,
when the pattern clearly indicated a sequencing er-
ror, clones were merged.

3 Results

Patient follow-up requires the quantification of
clones even at very low concentrations. The detec-
tion level depends directly on the depth of the se-
quencing (ie. the number of reads obtained). On
average we obtained 1.2 million reads per sample
(median: 0.98 million) of which 74% could be an-
alyzed by Vidjil (median: 77%). Figure 1 shows
the evolution of the main clones for those patients
analyzed by the Vidjil web application. We dis-
cuss the potential clinical applications of this mul-
ticlonal analysis by detailing four patient cases.

Patient 010 (TRG). This patient with T-ALL had
one relapse at D413 (after diagnosis) and under-
went allogeneic transplantation at D486. The two
last time points (D445 and D475) were after two
NECTAR (nelarabine, etoposide and cyclophos-
phamide) cycles, before allogeneic transplantation.
The main clone was undetectable by conventional
technique initially (D81) and post-NECTAR, but
was detected by HTS even at a very low level (4
and 11 reads). The patient remained relapse-free 2
years after transplantation.

Patient 013 (IGH). This patient with pre-B (BIII)
ALL was treated in the standard-risk (AR1) group
of the EORTC-58081 protocol. The sequence of the
main clone of IGH was not identified by conven-
tional technique, while HTS analysis showed a con-
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V5 0/5/3 J1

V8 4/6/12 J1

V8 29/2/15 JP2

V3-64 0/17/8 D6-19 1/15/8 J6

V3-9 7/3/17 D3-10 6/0/17 J6

V3-11 1/7/0 D6-13 15/0/17 J6

V3-13 1/55/16 J6

V6-1 27/6/3 D4-11 3/3/4 J4
V3 0/6/16 JP1

V2 0/2/0 JP1

V10 4/0/8 JP2
V2 0/14/2 J1

V2 0/7/0 JP1

V10 3/0/15 JP1

V3-74 1/0/10 D1-26 0/0/2 J6

Figure 1: Top: Follow-up of patient 010 for TRG (left), and of patient 013 for IGH (right). Mid-
dle and bottom: Follow-up of patients 063 and 064, both for TRG (left) and IGH (right). The x-axis
shows the days post-diagnosis, and the y-axis the concentration of the clones. All the curves were ob-
tained after manual inspection and additional clustering of the clones. Red lines are the clones fol-
lowed by ASO-PCR, and the background clones are hidden. The complete interactive curves for the
11 patients, and the nucleic sequences of the clones and their V(D)J designations, can be accessed at
http://www.vidjil.org/data/#2016-lr.
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tinuous decrease in the concentration of the main
clone. However, the patient failed to respond to
EORTC-58081 induction, and was switched to the
high-risk (VHR) therapy arm, and allogeneic trans-
plantation was planned for D315. The two main
clones at diagnosis both showed decreasing pro-
files, but at different rates (see Figure 1 Patient 013).

Patient 063 (TRG+IGH). This patient with
BII ALL received a stem cell transplantation at
day D183. The clone identified at diagnosis
and followed by ASO-PCR, TRGV10*01 -4/0/-8
TRGJP2*01, was undetectable after transplantation.
However, the patient relapsed with another clone
that was not identified at diagnosis by conventional
technique. Interestingly the relapse clone (D308) of
TRG, TRGV2*01 -0/7/-0 TRGJP1*01, was already
observable by HTS at day D90, and was the main
clone at D263 (1.3% of the reads). This TRG clone
was present at diagnosis, but at a concentration two
orders of magnitude below that of the main clone.
However other clones maintained a steady concen-
tration throughout, while this clone increased in
concentration. There was no similar IGH clone: the
main IGH clones at D308 were not detected at di-
agnosis, even with HTS. The raw sequence files for
this patient can be accessed in the Supplementary
Material.

Patient 064 (TRG+IGH). This patient with BII
ALL and complex karyotypic abnormalities had
two relapses at days D615 and D837, respectively.
The main TRG (TRGV3*01 -0/6/-16 TRGJP1*01)
and IGH clones detected (IGHV6-1*01 -27/19/-4
IGHJ4*02) showed parallel evolution. These se-
quences therefore probably came from the same
clonal population. At the second relapse, at D837,
another TRG clone accounted for about 20% of the
reads (TRGV2*02 -0/2/-0 TRGJP1*01). This clone
was present at diagnosis and showed noticeable
growth even at D403. No IGH clone showed similar
evolution. Unfortunately, this patient died 4 years
after the diagnosis.

The seven other patients show a more simple
clonal evolution. Their cases are described in Sup-
plementary Material.

La-2 La-3 La-4 La-5La+0_BC0107
100%

10%

1%

0.1%

0.01%

0.001%

0.0001%
IGHV4-39*01 -1/50/-11 IGHJ4*02

W-01

TATCAGCAGCCTAAAGGCTGAGGACACCCGACAGGGTATGGACGTCTGGGGCCAAGGGAC

AGAGATGGGGTTATTACGATATTTTGACTGGTTATTATATTTAGCCGGTCATGGTGTACT

IGHV4-59*08 -1/6/-13 IGHJ1*01

Lam (12) (IGH)

Figure 2: Dilution scale, for diagnosis of patient
012 (IGH). Horizontal lines are clones from the
spiked-in controls.

NEG POS 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1
NEG

POS

10−5

10−4

10−3

10−2

10−1

qPCR

H
T

S

MRD
scale

Figure 3: Comparison between clone ratios de-
tected by HTS analyzed by Vidjil and qPCR ratios
(circles, 32 samples) and theoretical ratios for the
scale (boxes, 4 samples, see Figure 2). HTS ratios
are of numbers of reads, without additional cluster-
ing to account for potential sequencing errors. The
NEG-NEG point is large because four samples were
negative in both qPCR and HTS.
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3.1 Quantification scale

To assess the quality of the quantification, it is
essential to understand the limits of the technol-
ogy. A diagnostic sample was diluted with one
pooled peripheral blood lymphocyte sample from
five healthy donors, to yield concentrations of 1%,
0.1% 0.01% and 0.001% of the initial concentration
at diagnosis, respectively. Two sequences for quan-
tification control were also added to each sample
for quality assessment. We added two previously
categorized diagnosis samples to each sample be-
fore PCR, to generate two consistent markers along
the scale. Consistent marker samples were added
to represent 1% and 0.1% of the total DNA, respec-
tively.

As expected, the concentration of the main clone
decreased by about one tenth for each dilution (Fig-
ures 2 and 3). At a dilution of 10−2, the main clone
had a concentration of 0.05 compared with that at
diagnosis, at 10−3 it was 0.005, at 10−4 it was 0.001,
and at 10−5 it was 0.00002. The exact resolution de-
pended on the depth of the sequencing. This depth
should be set depending on the application (few
reads are required to identify major clones at diag-
nosis, while more are needed to determine the con-
centration of clones of interest during follow-up).

3.2 Reproducibility

Comparison between HTS and qPCR. HTS and
qPCR do not measure the same parameters. For
HTS, the ratios reported by Vidjil take the number
of analyzed reads as a reference, which ideally cor-
responds to the number of rearranged T or B cells in
the studied system. In contrast, qPCR measures the
proportion of total cells, which also includes other
mononucleic cells.

We compared the results for qPCR and HTS in
32 samples (Figure 3). The results for 22 samples
were within one log of each other by both tech-
niques. HTS detected reads in five samples where
the standard technique detected nothing, includ-
ing two samples from patient 010 discussed above.
All these clones were detected below the 10−4 ra-
tio. The inclusion of a standard of known concen-
tration could be used to calibrate these different ra-
tios. Care should be taken to avoid contamination

between samples, e.g., by handling and sequencing
diagnosis and follow-up samples from the same pa-
tient separately, as in routine practice.

Reproducibilities of PCR and HTS. We assessed
the reproducibility of PCR and HTS by duplicating
the initial PCR step (PCR A and PCR B). We also
took a sample from PCR A and labelled it with two
different barcodes. This allowed us to assess which
step was more reproducible. The results for patient
014 are shown in Figure 4. The reproducibility was
generally good, except at very low concentrations
(< 10−4). The spread of distribution at lower con-
centrations comes in part from PCR and HTS bi-
ases, but also from biological sampling.

However, in PCR duplicates, clones at a concen-
tration greater than 10−2 were detected in one sit-
uation, but not at all in another. We examined the
sequences in those cases in detail (Figure 2), and
compared them to the closest clone. The results
suggested that the misidentification may have been
largely caused by errors in the sequencing or PCR
process (see Supplementary Material).

4 Discusssion

Faham et al [12] have shown what high-throughput
sequencing can bring to monitor the leukemic
clones along the time by trying to reproduce the
measurements that were made using qPCR. Ac-
cordingly to this article showing that both tech-
niques are well correlated, we were only interested
to study the contribution of HTS to patient moni-
toring and multi-clonality evolution. Indeed, HTS
also offers a new opportunity: looking at the evolu-
tion of all the clones. We have shown that several
distinct clones can have high concentrations at di-
agnosis. With HTS it is now possible to follow their
concentration. More importantly, as relapse can oc-
cur with clones of low abundance at diagnosis, HTS
could help identifying such relapse ahead.

Another gret interest in HTS has been empha-
sized by Kotrová et al [13]. They have identified a
possible new stratification method relying on clonal
diversity, a measure that can only be obtained using
HTS.
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The purpose of this study is to show what high-
throughput sequencing could bring compared to
ASO-PCR. Other studies have shown what ASO-
PCR brings [35, 36]. Comparison of HTS with other
methods should be addressed by future studies.

4.1 Management of sequencing errors.

We have shown that some, albeit rare, cases of se-
quencing/PCR errors emphasize the need for high-
fidelity PCR enzymes, which would reduce the
risk of misleading errors in the quantification of
MRD [37]. Moreover, users should indeed be aware
of the type of errors that the sequencer may pro-
duce [38].

Sequences harboring PCR or sequencing errors
can be clustered manually or automatically using
interactive software such as the Vidjil web applica-
tion [17]. However in some cases, it is difficult to
determine if differences are the result of sequencing
or PCR errors, recombinations, or further somatic
mutations. For example, see Supplementary Mate-
rial.

4.2 Conclusion

HTS provides new opportunities, both for MRD
monitoring and for furthering our knowledge of
lymphoid pathologies. Coupled with interactive
bioinformatics analysis, HTS gives a more complete
insight into the blastic population at diagnosis, and
allows observation of the evolution of this popula-
tion, as well as emerging new ones. The develop-
ment of standardized protocols with multi-system
PCR and calibration standards could help in devel-
oping these techniques.
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Figure 4: Reproducibility of PCR (left column) and sequencing (right column) in patient 014 at diagnosis
(top), and at first (middle) and second follow-up points (bottom). Each point represents a set of clones
identified by bioinformatics processing, before manual clustering. Ratios are numbers of reads for both
experiments. The size of the point indicates the number of clones sharing the same value on both axes.



Supplementary Material

Raw data on the patient 063

The raw sequence files (.fastq.gz) for the patient
063 (TRG+IGH, diagnosis + follow-ups at days
D48, D90, D263 and D308) can be accessed at
http://www.vidjil.org/data/#2016-lr.

Results on the seven other patients

The interactive visualization of the clonal
populations of the seven patients not de-
scribed in the main text can be accessed at
http://www.vidjil.org/data/#2016-lr. In the
following we denote by “main clone” the clone
identified at diagnosis by conventional technique
and then followed by ASO-PCR.

Patient 009 (TRG). The major clone is stable on
the two follow-up points, above 1%.

Patient 011 (TRG). Two clones have similar evo-
lution. Their relative concentration do not evolve
much from first follow-up (below 10−3).

Patient 012 (IGH). The main clone is below 10−4

in HTS (neg in qPCR) for the two follow-ups but it
is still present.

Patient 014 (IGH). The main clone is above 10−4

at first follow-up (but positive below 10−4 with
qPCR).

Patient 099 (TRG). Two different clones repre-
sent about 90% of the reads at diagnosis. They both
decrease below 1% at D107.

Patient 100 (TRG+IGH). The major clone in IGH
decreases below 10−3 at D42, and another major
clone at diagnosis (25%) completely disappears at
D42. On TRG, all major clones identified at diagno-
sis disappear at the follow-up.

Patient 101 (IGH). The two major clones repre-
sent about 80% of the reads. Their concentration
both drop below 10−4 at D44.

Note that the concentrations were not evaluated
by qPCR for the three last patients as the Sanger
sequencing failed in those cases.

Pitfalls in differentiating between technical bias and bio-
logical mutations

The four clones shown in Supplementary Mate-
rial, Fig 3, all supported by more than 30,000
reads, only differed at two sites with homopoly-
meric mutations G / GGGG. However, it was not
clear if these represented sequencing errors or bi-
ologically distinct clones. Given that Ion Tor-
rent sequencers are prone to homopolymeric er-
rors, and that the four curves showed parallel evo-
lution (Supplementary Material, Fig 1), suggested
that these were probably sequencing errors in spe-
cific sequences, which are a relatively common er-
ror with sequencers. However the follow-up points
were sequenced in two independent runs several
months apart. Moreover if these were sequencing
errors, we would also expect to observe stretches of
two and three Gs. It should also be noted that delet-
ing three Gs, as observed in the sequences, did not
induce a frame shift. For MRD follow-up, it may
be interesting to follow the evolution of both the
individual clones and the four sequences as a fam-
ily. Based on the reproducibilities of PCR and HTS,
we therefore assume that these differences were
caused by PCR errors. However, it is not possi-
ble to provide a definite answer without replicating
the PCR. Further sequencing of the sample using
a high-fidelity enzyme confirmed that these were
artefacts. The Vidjil web application allows follow-
up and sample replicates to be analyzed. If the
four sequences were clustered manually, the Vid-
jil web application would allow both evolutions to
be plotted. It is important to note that, in practice,
clustering such sequences in a single clone does not
change the result by more than one log.
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Patient System Samples
009 TRG D0, D115, D154
010 TRG D0, D81, D413, D445, D475
011 TRG D0, D61, D92, D119
012 IGH D0, D37, D100
013 IGH D0, D60, D120, D246, D274
014 IGH D0, D38, D93
063 TRG IGH D0, D48, D90, D263, D308
064 TRG∗ IGH D0, D47, D403, D615, D711,

D741, D794, D837
099 TRG D0, D107
100 TRG IGH D0, D42
101 IGH D0, D44
scale IGH D0 + 4 dilutions

Table 1: All patients were sequenced at diagnosis
(D0) and at some follow-up time points. The days
indicated for follow-up samples are post diagnosis.
∗Note that TRG in patient 064 was sequenced at five
points (D0, D47, D615, D711, D837) with the previ-
ous protocol, reported in [30].

2010-06-04 +47 +615 +711 +837+794+403 +741
100%

10%

1%

0.1%

0.01%

0.001%

0.0001%

IGHV6-1*01 -27/6/-3 IGHD4-11*01 -3/3/-4 IGHJ4*02

IGHV6-1*01 -27/3/-3 IGHD4-11*01 -3/3/-4 IGHJ4*02

IGHV6-1*01 -11/19/-0 IGHD1-26*01 -0/3/-6 IGHJ6*03

IGHV6-1*01 -27/3/-3 IGHD4-11*01 -3/3/-4 IGHJ4*02
Leu (64) (multi)

Figure 1: Evolution of the four first IGHV6-
1*01/IGHD4-11*01/IGHJ4*02 clones (raw data, be-
fore further clustering, sequences on Figure 3) for
patient 064. Compare to Figure 1, bottom right.
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...VVVVVVNNNNJJJJJJ...
clone 10776 5.2% TATCAGCAGCCTAAAGGCTGAGGACACCCGACAGGGTATGGACGTCTGGGGCCAAGGGAC
pcr_bias1 4102 2.0% TATCAGCAGCCTAAAGGCTGAGGACACCCGACAGGGTATGGACGTCTG---CCAAGGGACCCT
pcr_bias2 3116 1.5% ATATCAGCAGCCTAAAGGCTGAGGACACCCGACAGG-TATGGACGTCTG---CCAAGGGACCCT

Figure 2: Main biological clone (IGHV7-40*03 -22/ACAG/-17 IGHJ6*02) and two PCR artefacts seen in
only one PCR replicate (PCR A) in patient 014. No read with the sequence for pcr bias1 and pcr bias2
was detected in PCR B.

>IGHV6-1*01 ...GTGACTCCCGAGGACACGG-CTgtgtattactgtgcaagaga
>IGHD4-11*01 tgaCTACAGTAACtac
>IGHJ4*02 actaCTTTGACTAC-TGGGGCCAGGGAA...

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV==DDDDDDDDNNNJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
clone-001 191798 13.9% GTGACTCCCGAGGAGTGGGGCTACAGTAACCCCCTTTGACTAC-TGGGGCCAGGGAA
clone-003 150615 10.9% GTGACTCCCGAGGAGTG---CTACAGTAACCCCCTTTGACTAC-TG---CCAGGGAA
clone-004 137576 9.98% GTGACTCCCGAGGAGTGGGGCTACAGTAACCCCCTTTGACTAC-TG---CCAGGGAA
clone-006 33350 2.42% GTGACTCCCGAGGAGTG---CTACAGTAACCCCCTTTGACTAC-TGGGGCCAGGGAA

Figure 3: Representative sequences of the largest clones identified as IGHV6-1*01/IGHD4-
11*01/IGHJ4*02 in patient 064, aligned with IMGT/GENE-DB relevant germline genes. For each clone,
the number of reads and the proportion among all analyzed reads are given. Together, these clones
include 571,221 reads, that is 47.6% of reads analyzed as IGH (and 36.7% of all analyzed reads). Two
positions, marked by =, can be assigned to either the V or D segment. The first four clones show all four
possible combinations of the mutation G / GGGG at two different positions: one at the end of the V
segment, and another in the middle of the J segment. Further sequencing after PCR using a high-fidelity
enzyme showed that clone-001 was the only biological clone, and the others were the result of PCR
artefacts.

TRG 1-10 Vgf1 + 5’ GGA AGG CCC CAC AGC RTC TT 3’

(BIOMED-2) Vg10 + 5’ AGC ATG GGT AAG ACA AGC AA 3’

J1J2 − 5’ GTG TTG TTC CAC TGC CAA AGA G 3’

JP1/2 − 5’ TTA CCA GGC GAA GTT ACT ATG AGC 3’

TRG 9 Vg9 + 5’ CGG CAC TGT CAG AAA GGA ATC 3’

(BIOMED-2) J1J2 − 5’ GTG TTG TTC CAC TGC CAA AGA G 3’

JP1/2 − 5’ TTA CCA GGC GAA GTT ACT ATG AGC 3’

IgH FR1 + 5’ AGG TGC AGC TGS WGS AGT CDG G 3’

JHDN − 5’ ACC TGA GGA GAC GGT GAC CAG GGT 3’

Table 2: Forward (+) and reverse (−) primers used for TRG and IGH PCR.
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